Every neighborhood has a unique geography. Research suggests that crime and residents’ perceptions of crime are strongly linked to this underlying geography.

Neighborhoods also have diverse characteristics in relation to crime, and consequently, solutions for one community may be different from those for another community. The connection between crime and geography, however, is often overlooked when implementing local Neighborhood Watch programs.

The Neighborhood Watch program is one of the largest community-based crime-prevention efforts in the United States. The program encourages residents to act as the “eyes and ears” of local law enforcement to make their neighborhood less vulnerable to crime. Neighborhood Watch programs typically use street signs to deter potential offenders.¹ (See “What Is Neighborhood Watch?” page 31.)

Often the national program model is implemented in a neighborhood with little consideration given to local conditions. But if Neighborhood Watch programs are to be truly effective in preventing crime, the geography of each neighborhood must be examined and should inform an individualized program that addresses the specific elements of a community.

**Defining a Neighborhood**

Neighborhoods serve as geographical frames of reference, encompassing the demographic, economic and ecologic characteristics of a particular place. The definition of a “neighborhood,” however, relies heavily on perspective. Neighborhoods have different geographic scales that serve different purposes. For example, metropolitan governments often define a neighborhood as a very large area for planning, providing services or maintaining infrastructure. Business investors or visitors, on the
WHAT IS NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH?

Neighborhood Watch is a crime-prevention program that brings community members together and teaches them how to make their neighborhoods safer by using basic crime prevention techniques and identifying and reporting suspicious activity. Supported by the National Sheriffs’ Association since 1972, the program encourages residents to act as the “eyes and ears” of local law enforcement and to take steps to make their homes and property less vulnerable to break-ins and vandalism. Many Neighborhood Watch programs are also a means to prepare neighbors to work as a team in planning responses to disasters.

Not all of the programs in place today are limited to the boundaries and tenets of “Neighborhood Watch”; variations include block watch, apartment watch, home watch, citizen alert and community watch. However, each adaptation shares the common goal of bringing community members together to fight crime.

Neighborhood Watch programs vary in size of the area covered: Some cover just a few households, others cover thousands of homes. Volunteers who donate time and resources are typically at the center of programs because many do not have formal budgets or funding sources. Most are started with assistance from law enforcement.

Programs typically use street signs to show the program’s presence and deter potential offenders, alerting them that the risk of detection and apprehension has increased. Some also offer programs that target youth, such as athletic activities, drug programs and tutoring, to provide young people with alternative and positive activities.

For more information on Neighborhood Watch, go to www.USAonwatch.org.

In his seminal work on how people carve out territories (referred to as human territorial functioning), Ralph Taylor of Temple University provides a conceptual model that links the physical environment in which people live to a common understanding that cooperation fosters better results in community-based efforts. His model is place-dependent and is based on compact geographic areas. A study funded by the National Institute of Justice and led by Taylor in Baltimore, demonstrated that people perceive common boundaries for their neighborhoods (that is, people define their environment using a common set of blocks, a larger area or a city) and have common perceptions of the quality of life and safety of the environment in these neighborhoods.

Members of a community frame their sense of neighborhood using geographic markers such as streets, buildings or natural land formations as boundaries. Consequently, their community-based efforts — centered on what is meaningful to them, such as health, housing, schools, jobs, services and crime — occur within those boundaries. This proximity connects community members to the same experiences — good or bad — according to Deborah Martin, assistant professor of geography at Clark University. Researchers David Wilson and Dennis Grammenos at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, add that both geography and social interaction help form collective identity.
Visual cues of an improved neighborhood can send strong messages to both residents and outsiders about community involvement and concern.

of crime matters. James Garofalo of the State University of New York at Albany defines fear as the emotional response to a sense of danger and anxiety about physical harm. Fear of crime, then, relates to the potential for such harm to be inflicted during a crime event.9

According to Garofalo, people tend to associate the threat of physical harm with certain places: where they live, a place they are visiting, somewhere they want to go, or a place they avoid. And although crime can happen anywhere, certain locations experience crime more frequently.10 Generalizations about crime rates help establish the psychological link between the likelihood of a crime occurring in that place and a person’s fear of being a crime victim.

Visual cues based on a place’s geography also influence perceptions of how bad crime is — or is not — in a neighborhood. For example, areas with high rates of crime and deviant behavior tend to be densely populated, physically deteriorated places, with a substantial number of transients. In addition, residences are often mixed with less-than-desirable commercial establishments.11 Residents who are able to move out of these areas usually do so, and people who live in “safe” neighborhoods generally avoid the high-crime areas because of fears they will be victimized. Visitors might be warned not to go into certain neighborhoods or might leave an area if they inadvertently wander into one that “looks bad.” This also extends to how businesses view neighborhoods; possible victimization and potential loss of investment may influence whether business owners invest in certain areas.

Fear of crime, though, based on visual cues alone is not always substantiated.

Demographic factors such as education, income level and lifestyle further influence perceptions and fear. Thus, fear of crime changes across different neighborhoods. For this reason, the national Neighborhood Watch program model might not be an optimal strategy for all neighborhoods or blocks and may need to be modified to address the location’s unique characteristics.12

Altering a Neighborhood’s Physical Features

Research has shown that blighted and deteriorated neighborhoods are associated with crime.13 However, Neighborhood Watch programs often do not consider the link between the physical environment and crime, and consequently, the conditions associated with crime remain. If community members also work to improve and maintain the physical neighborhood, their programs might thwart more crime because visual cues of an improved neighborhood can send strong messages to both residents and outsiders about community involvement and concern.

For example, in an NIJ-funded study, Ralph Taylor and Adele Harrell explored the link between crime, fear of crime and the physical features on the street block and neighborhood level.14 In their report, they discuss four physical features of settings where crimes occur and techniques for reducing vulnerability and crime in these settings.

Housing design features and block layout. Fear is often higher in locations that offer good refuge for a potential offender (for example, areas with tall shrubs, alcoves and blind corners) and little opportunity of escape for residents. Physical features that offer better surveillance, delineation between public and private space and proximity to well-used locations enable stronger control of spaces by law-abiding residents.
They found that perceptions about safety were more affected by the neighborhood’s socioeconomic status than by the words on or the condition of the signs.

Controlling physical deterioration and disorder. Controlling the physical deterioration in a neighborhood by limiting graffiti, trash accumulation and other signs of distress in public areas and on personal property can influence a potential offender’s perception of an area’s vulnerability to crime. It can also influence residents’ fear of crime.16

Does the Condition of Signs Matter?

If we know that markings and signs put up by local residents can influence people’s perceptions of vulnerability and crime, the next question is: Does the type or physical appearance of the sign play a role in those perceptions?

P. Wesley Schultz and J.J. Tabanico used students in a laboratory setting to test the effect of the condition of Neighborhood Watch signs and the words on the signs.17 They found that the students’ perceptions about safety were more affected by the neighborhood’s socioeconomic status than by the words on or the condition of the signs. For example, communities with low SES were perceived to be less safe and have higher levels of crime no matter what the sign said and regardless of its condition (new, defaced or aged). Other interesting findings from the study include:

- A new sign elicited a negative perception because its posting suggested that crime was becoming a problem in the neighborhood.
- A worn sign that appeared to have been in place for awhile lowered perceptions of crime and victimization.
One primary theme is clear in all the research regarding neighborhoods and crime: Geography affects how people, residents and potential offenders alike, view a neighborhood.

The students’ perspectives suggest that visual cues of the physical environment — including the type and condition of Neighborhood Watch signs — send messages about the level of crime in a neighborhood, regardless of who lives there. These visual signals (ecological characteristics), combined with knowledge about the neighborhood’s residents (demographic) and the presence or lack of businesses (economic), shape people’s perceptions about the safety of an area.

**Geography Is the Starting Point**

One primary theme is clear in all the research regarding neighborhoods and crime: Geography affects how people, residents and potential offenders alike view a neighborhood. Because both the nature and the degree of the problems communities face vary, programs like Neighborhood Watch must therefore take into account the full range of community characteristics in order to implement a successful approach to crime prevention.

To do this, smaller geographic frameworks are needed to work within and between neighborhoods. However, the larger the area, the more difficult it is to get participation and cooperation from those in a community. Residents should enact crime prevention measures that complement existing program elements such as block watches or other local meetings that aim to involve residents in community betterment. Crime ebbs and flows in neighborhoods, and when crime rates drop, residents often lose interest — and with it momentum — in maintaining crime prevention efforts. The marriage of crime prevention programs like Neighborhood Watch with other community initiatives helps to ensure long-term success.

**Notes**

1. Although early evaluations praised the Neighborhood Watch program, more recent research has suggested that not all results are positive. More information regarding these findings can be found in Holloway, K., T. Bennett, and D.P. Farrington, *Crime Prevention Research Review No. 3: Does Neighborhood Watch Reduce Crime?* Washington, DC: Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, April 2008, available at www.cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ResourceDetail.aspx?RID=460.
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